In the present paper we propose a method for fast segmentation of ultrasound data. It is based on setting up a model depending on user input. We apply a matching scheme in order to obtain initial contours for 2D segmentation of several cross-sections of the organ by a discrete dynamic contour. Further, we set up an active image which drives the deformation of the dynamic contour. The active image comprises both iexiuml information based on image data as well as spatial information which we derive from the inital contour. We design the active image according to user input and image quality to aid the segmentation task.
INTRODUCTION
Currently, ultrasound imaging is in need of fast methods capable of segmenting data sets. Subsequently we will present a framework capable of performing this task. [31. Unfortunately, application of these methods to large data sets arising from 3D data acquisition is either compuationally demanding or restricted to data of particular nature, e.g. acquired by intravascular ultrasound imaging.
Our scheme is based upon discrete dynamic confours (DDC) applied to cross sections of the organ. The main advantage of the DDC approach is its conceptual and computational simplicity while taking into account both image features and spatial information. On the other hand, there are properties of DDCs which make their application to ultrasound data somewhat difficult. First, the method is sensitive to the image features which drive the deformation of the contour. Second, accurracy and speed of convergence to the desired final contour depend on a reasonable initial contour. We provide a solution to these issues which can be implemented in an efficient way. It is the key idea of our approach to base the DDC segmentation ou an active image, comprising a spatial and a fexiural component. In order to set up this image we first compute a rough estimate of an initial contour.
INITIAL CONTOUR
The scheme we propose requires the acquisition of several 2D images obtained by rotating the image plane about an axis arOt. The position of a,,has to be chosen in allignment with a reference axis given together with a 3D model of the organ. We define the position of the axis by two points which also delimit the extent of the organ along the axis. We can now obtain an accurate initial contour &,by including a-priori information about the approximate shape of the We construct a set M of 2D masks miby computing cross-sections of the model of the organ with a plane that rotates about arOt. For every mask mi E A4 we compare textural properties of the image region covered by miwith textural properties of a reference area mref. We set up the reference area in a way which guarantees that it is located within the image of the organ. We assess textural similarity by means of parameters computed by evaluation of coOccurrence matrices as proposed by Valckx et al. in [4] . The result of texture evaluation is a single feature vector fifor every mask miand a feature vector f,effor the reference mask. We attain this similarity quantitatively by normalizing fiand f,faccording to a suggestion of Aksoy and Haralick in [SI and calculating the sum of absolute differences between the vector f,,fand all vectors fi. Funber, OUI scheme takes into account that large masks tend to be more different to a relatively small reference area than smaller masks. Therefore, we utilize scaling that favours large masks while imposing a "penalty" on smaller ones. Finally, we yield a score for every mask miindicating its textural similarity with respect to m-f.
After selecting an appropriate mask miaccording to this scheme we draw a number of points I f f " the perimeter.
organ as follows:
0-7803-7584-X/02$17.00 02002 JEEE These points are the vertices of the initial contour Cinit.
ACTlVErmAGE
As lined out in section 1 we a i m at an active image that is based upon the ultrasound image but adapts to the segmentation task according to user input and image quality.
We conshuct the active image IAfrom a spatial component Isand a textural component IT. We design IAin a way that ensures that pixels with a high probability of being within the image of the organ obtain low values. Pixels with high values are most probably outside the image of the organ under consideration.
Spatial Component
Having obtained the initial contour Ci,itaccording tu section 2 we can easily obtain the interior Ri,itof &it. The computation of Isis based upon the idea to compute the shortest distance of every pixel (I, y) to Ri,it. For our application it is sufficient to compute an approximation of this function as follows. The graph of the Euclidean distance of every point (I, y) of a plane to a fixed point Vis a cone. We obtain the graph of the distance function to a different point V' by uanslation of the cone. Thus, for every position (%, y) we evaluate the distance functions with respect to every vertex 1 ' E Ci,it and compute their minimum. Havingobtainedanestimationofthedistanced(z, y) toRinitfor every position (I, y) we set up Isas
The graph of Isin Fig. 1 shows that the influence of every vertex V E Ginit decreases with its square distance.
Textural Component
As mentioned above, generally, the sole consideration of pixel intensities is an insufficient basis to drive the deformation of a DDC. Therefore, texture analysis is required. There are several different approaches to extract texture from ultrasound data which are beyond the scope of this paper.
We employ a simple and fast scheme that computes a fea- 
using the covariance matrix of the reference vectors as scaling matrix.
Setting Up the Active Image
The active image is the result of the combination of the spatial information Iswith the textural information IT. We suggest a combination of the form
X is a parameter that balances the influence of Isand ITin the active image IA. Proper adjustment of this parameter ac-cording to image quality is of great importance. In images with large areas of distinctive texture we set X to small values in order to increase the inRuence of IT. If image quality is poor we set X to larger values to obtain an active image with stronger influence of Is.
We worked out means to determine X automatically by estimating image quality within Ri,it. The estimation is based upon the evaluation of the compactness of several threshold operations in the textural domain. An active image based on Isin Fig. 1 is depicted in Fig. 2. 
DISCRETE DYNAMIC CONTOUR
Having computed IAwe now apply a DDC segmentation which is slightly different from the usual scheme as proposed, e.g., by Lobregt and Viergever in [6] . The total force acting on every vertex is a weighted combination of an extemal force FeXtwhicb drives the expansion of the DDC and an internal force Fi,,whicb provides for a smooth contour. In addition, we use a stopping term tSt,,which provides deceleration of motion outside the target region. These components are combined for every single vertex V E C according to &+I = V, + tamp (0F.x~ + 5Fi.t). The aim of the internal force Fi,,is to reduce the curvature of the polygon. We obtain an estimate of the curvature )E at Vand compute p = 1 -e-.=.
(5)
The factor p is determining the magnitude of the intemal force. The direction of Fi& towards the center of gravity of the triangle set up by the adjacent egdes of V.
Finally, the stopping term tSt,,is responsible for stop ping the movement of the DDC. It is set up according to It incorporates the pure active image I~a s well as its gradient V I A . The parameter p allows for an adjustment of the sensitivity of the stopping term.
3D MODEL BASED ON CROSS-SECTIONS
The proposed approach allows us to obtain a 3D model of the organ under examination in a straightforward way. After an initial 2D image acquisition and segmentation we rotate the imaging plane about the axis arOtby a small angle and obtain the segmentation of the respective image without any fmber interaction of the user. After subsequent rotation by 180' with respect to the first image we can construct a 3D-model of the organ under examination by triangular mesbing of the vertices of adjacent contours.
RESULTS
In the present section we show results on ultrasound data of a prostate using our active image DDC approach. In order to assess its performance we have been implementing a Matlab prototype capable of model matching, active image computation and DDC initialization and deformation. The present set of models of the prostate assumes axial symmetry of the organ. Of course, anatomically this is not true but, nevertheless, even with this very simplistic model we obtain good results.
We employ our scheme to segment cross-sections which have been extracted from a 167 x 152 x 238 voxel data set of a prostate with 8 bit intensity quantization.
A subset of the masks used for estimation of the initial contour of the cross-section is depicted in Fig. 3 . Below every mask its score is noted. The mask with the minimal score (0.129), indicating the most similar texture to a reference area, fits very well to the shape of the prostate in this cross-section. The mask with the second lowest score (0.153) would have been another reasonable estimate. We sbrink the initial contour Ci,itand draw a set of 28 vertices from its perimeter. In this way we guarantee that all vertices are located within the image of the prostate. Based on Ci,itwe compute the textural and spatial components of the active image and combine them in the proposed way.
We start the DDC progression which stops at the position indicated in Fig. 4 .
The initial contour and the result of an acquisition plane rotated by 90° with respect to Fig. 4 is depicted in Fig. 5. 
DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
The active image is not only a good substrate to drive the deformation of a DDC. Originally, we designed the scheme to aid a 2D segmentation of ultrasound images by level set propagation. Thereby, we obtained very promising results, too. The main reason for favoring DDC segmentation is its easy extendability for fast segmentation of 3D data as proposed in section 5.
Calculation of the initial contour is a crucial part of our scheme. Selecting an initial contour based on a too large mask would lead to undesired results because both the initial DE€ and the active image which drives its deformation are effected. Nevertheless, our mask matching scheme performed very well in various tests. Future extensions of our scheme aim at a method to compute an initial contour which combines mask matching with the result of the previous DDC segmentation. In an even further extension we plan to modify the initial 3D model from wbicb the masks are taken according to the result of two initial segmentations of orthgonal imaging planes. Then we use the refined 3D model for initial contour estimation for the 6nal segmentation.
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